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ABSTRACT 22 
Egg activation at fertilization in mammalian eggs is caused by a series of transient increases 23 
in the cytosolic free Ca2+ concentration, referred to as Ca2+ oscillations. It is widely accepted 24 
that these Ca2+ oscillations are initiated by a sperm derived phospholipase C isoform, PLC 25 
that hydrolyses its substrate PIP2 to produce the Ca
2+ releasing messenger InsP3. However, it 26 
is not clear whether PLC induced InsP3 formation is periodic or monotonic, and whether the 27 
PIP2 source for generating InsP3 from PLC is in the plasma membrane or the cytoplasm. In 28 
this study we have uncaged InsP3 at different points of the Ca
2+ oscillation cycle to show that 29 
PLC causes Ca2+ oscillations by a mechanism which requires Ca2+ induced InsP3 formation.  30 
In contrast, incubation in Sr2+ media, which also induces Ca2+ oscillations in mouse eggs, 31 
sensitizes InsP3-induced Ca
2+ release.  We also show that the cytosolic level Ca2+ is a key 32 
factor in setting the frequency of Ca2+ oscillations since low concentrations of the Ca2+ pump 33 
inhibitor, thapsigargin, accelerates the frequency of PLC –induced Ca2+ oscillations in eggs, 34 
even in Ca2+ free media.  Given that Ca2+ induced InsP3 formation causes a rapid wave during 35 
each Ca2+ rise, we use a mathematical model to show that InsP3 generation, and hence 36 
PLC’s substate PIP2, has to be finely distributed throughout the egg cytoplasm.  Evidence 37 
for PIP2 distribution in vesicles throughout the egg cytoplasm is provided with a rhodamine-38 
peptide probe, PBP10. The apparent level of PIP2 in such vesicles could be reduced by 39 
incubating eggs in the drug propranolol which also reversibly inhibited PLC induced, but 40 
not Sr2+ induced, Ca2+ oscillations. These data suggest that the cytosolic Ca2+ level, rather 41 
than Ca2+ store content, is a key variable in setting the pace of PLC induced Ca2+ 42 
oscillations in eggs, and they imply that InsP3 oscillates in synchrony with Ca
2+ oscillations. 43 
Furthermore, they support the hypothesis that PLC and sperm induced Ca2+ oscillations in 44 
eggs requires the hydrolysis of PIP2 from finely spaced cytoplasmic vesicles.  45 
 46 
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INTRODUCTION  48 
The fertilization of a mammalian egg involves a series of low frequency Ca2+ oscillations that 49 
last for many hours. Such Ca2+ oscillations play the key role in egg activation and the 50 
subsequent development of the embryo (Stricker, 1999).  The first Ca2+ increase takes 51 
approximately 10 seconds to travel as a wave across the egg from the point of sperm entry 52 
(Deguchi et al., 2000; Miyazaki et al., 1986). However, all the subsequent Ca2+ transients 53 
have a rising phase of about 1 second which is due to a fast Ca2+ wave (>50 m/sec)  that 54 
crosses  the egg from apparently random points in the egg cortex (Deguchi et al., 2000).  55 
Each Ca2+ increase during the oscillations is due to release from internal Ca2+ stores via 56 
inositol 1,4,5-trisphophate receptors (IP3R) which are exclusively of type 1 IP3R in  57 
mammalian eggs (Miyazaki, 1988; Miyazaki et al., 1993). The sperm stimulates the Ca2+ 58 
oscillations via inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (InsP3) production, and all the reproducible 59 
studies suggest that this is principally due to the introduction of a sperm specific 60 
phospholipase Czeta (PLC) into the egg after gamete fusion (Saunders et al., 2002).  61 
Injection of PLC protein or cRNA causes prolonged Ca2+ oscillations that mimic those seen 62 
at fertilization in eggs of mice, rat, humans, cows and pigs (Bedford-Guaus et al., 2008; Cox 63 
et al., 2002; Fujimoto et al., 2004; Ito et al., 2008; Kouchi et al., 2004; Kurokawa et al., 2005; 64 
Ross et al., 2008; Sato et al., 2013; Saunders et al., 2002; Yoon et al., 2012).  PLC is 65 
distinctive compared to most mammalian PLC isozymes in that it is stimulated by low levels 66 
of Ca2+ such that it is maximally sensitive to Ca2+ around the resting levels in eggs (Nomikos 67 
et al., 2005).  PLC is expected to diffuse across the egg in about 10 mins following sperm-68 
egg fusion, hence the fast Ca2+ waves seen after the initial Ca2+ transient are propagated 69 
within a cytoplasm in which PLC has probably dispersed throughout the egg.  70 
There are two classes of model to explain how InsP3 causes Ca
2+ oscillations in cells, both 71 
which have been proposed for fertilizing mammalian eggs (Dupont and Goldbeter, 1994; 72 
Politi et al., 2006). There are some models that propose Ca2+ dependent sensitization, and 73 
then de-sensitization, of the IP3R is necessary to generate each Ca2+ transient (Politi et al., 74 
2006). This class of models supports the finding that mouse and hamster eggs can be 75 
stimulated to oscillate by sustained injection of InsP3, or by injection of the IP3R agonist 76 
adenophostin (Brind et al., 2000; Jones and Nixon, 2000; Swann et al., 1989).  On the other 77 
hand there are other models in which Ca2+ dependent production of InsP3 generates each Ca
2+ 78 
transient, and in which InsP3 is predicted to oscillate alongside Ca
2+ (Politi et al., 2006). This 79 
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second class of model is supported by the detection of InsP3 oscillations in mouse eggs 80 
injected with PLC, albeit at high levels of PLC (Shirakawa et al., 2006). However, it is not 81 
clear if any oscillatory changes in InsP3 oscillations are necessary for generating Ca
2+ 82 
increases.  Either classes of model have to incorporate the observation that the Ca2+ 83 
oscillations have a dependence upon Ca2+ influx. So for example, if fertilizing hamster or 84 
mouse eggs are incubated in Ca2+ free media the oscillations run down and stop (Igusa and 85 
Miyazaki, 1983; Lawrence and Cuthbertson, 1995; McGuinness et al., 1996). It has been 86 
suggested that the Ca2+ store content is critical in setting the timing of Ca2+ oscillations in 87 
mouse eggs. This is supported by evidence that the SERCA inhibitor thapsigargin can also be 88 
used to block sperm and PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations by depleting Ca2+ stores content 89 
(Kline and Kline, 1992b). However, changes in cytosolic Ca2+ may also play a role in the 90 
timing of oscillations since cytosolic Ca2+ can regulate both IP3Rs and PLC activity.    91 
Sustained Ca2+ oscillations in mouse eggs can also be triggered by incubation in media 92 
containing Sr2+ instead of Ca2+ (Bos-Mikich et al., 1995; Kline and Kline, 1992a). Sr2+- 93 
induced Ca2+ oscillations resemble those seen at fertilization, and they are as effective as 94 
fertilization or PLC in triggering development to the blastocyst stage (Yu et al., 2008). The 95 
oscillations are dependent upon Sr2+ influx into the egg and the presence of functional IP3Rs 96 
(Zhang et al., 2005).  However, it is not clear how Sr2+ causes Ca2+ oscillations.  One study 97 
suggested that the effect of Sr2+ requires InsP3 production (Zhang et al., 2005). However, 98 
unlike fertilization, there is no Sr2+ induced downregulation of IP3Rs and this suggests that 99 
Sr2+ does not cause any substantial InsP3 generation (Jellerette et al., 2000).  In vitro 100 
preparations of IP3Rs receptors can be stimulated to open by Sr2+ ions (Marshall and Taylor, 101 
1994), so a direct effect of Sr2+ on IP3Rs is also likely, but any changes in InP3 sensitivity in 102 
eggs have yet to be shown. 103 
As well as its high sensitivity to Ca2+, another unusual characteristic of PLC is that it does 104 
not localize to the plasma membrane (Yu et al., 2012). The substrate for PLC,  105 
phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphophate (PIP2), can be detected in the plasma membrane of 106 
mouse eggs using the PH domain of PLC1 (Halet et al., 2002), but the depletion of such 107 
PIP2 from the plasma membrane does not affect the generation of Ca
2+ oscillations in 108 
response to PLC or fertilization (Yu et al., 2012). In contrast to somatic cells, mouse eggs 109 
have been shown to contain PIP2 in intracellular vesicles (Yu et al., 2012).  These vesicles 110 
were detected using PIP2 antibodies and were found to be dispersed throughout the cytoplasm 111 
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of mouse eggs (Yu et al., 2012). PLC can also be detected on small cytoplasmic vesicles 112 
using immunostaining (Yu et al., 2012). The significance of this type of intracellular 113 
localization of PLC and PIP2 has not been made clear.  114 
Here we report experiments that analyse the mechanism of PLC –induced Ca2+ oscillations 115 
in mouse eggs. We use photo-release of caged InsP3 to show that PLC causes Ca2+ 116 
oscillations via a positive feedback cycle of Ca2+ release and Ca2+ induced InsP3 production. 117 
In contrast the Sr2+ induced Ca2+ oscillations in mouse eggs involve a sensitization of InsP3 118 
induced Ca2+ release.  We go on to show that the cytosolic Ca2+ is more likely to be 119 
important for setting the pace of oscillations in eggs than Ca2+ store content. In addition, we 120 
present simulations to show that the restricted diffusion of InsP3 in cytoplasm implies that the 121 
source of InsP3 generation, PIP2, needs to be dispersed through the egg interior to account for 122 
PLC induced rapid Ca2+ waves.  Finally, we provide further evidence that PIP2 is present on 123 
intracellular vesicles in eggs and that this is required for PLC and sperm induced Ca2+ 124 
oscillations in eggs.  125 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  126 
Handling and microinjection of mouse eggs  127 
MF1 mice between 6 and 8 weeks of age were injected with pregnant mare’s serum 128 
gonadotrophin (PMSG, Intervet) followed by human chorionic gonadotrophin (hCG, 129 
Invervet) approximately 50 hours later (Fowler and Edwards, 1957). Eggs were collected 130 
from these mice 15 hours after HCG injection, from the dissected ovaries. All animal 131 
handling and procedures were carried out under a UK Home Office Licence and approved by 132 
the Animal Ethics Committee at Cardiff University. Once collected, the eggs were kept at 37o 133 
C in M2 media (Sigma Aldrich). All Ca2+ dyes and intracellular probes were introduced into 134 
the cytosol of the eggs using a high pressure microinjection system with the eggs maintained 135 
in M2 media throughout (Swann, 2013b). For in vitro fertilization sperm was collected from 136 
the epididymis of F1 C57/CBA hybrid male mice. The sperm were isolated in T6 media 137 
containing 16 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma Aldrich) and left to capacitate for 138 
2-3 hours before adding to eggs (Yu et al., 2012).  139 
Measurements and analysis of intracellular Ca2+ and InsP3 uncaging. 140 
In all experiments cytosolic Ca2+ was measured using fluorescent Ca2+ indictor Oregon Green 141 
BAPTA dextran (OGBD) (Life Technologies). OGBD was diluted in a KCl HEPES buffer 142 
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(120 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES at pH 7.4) so that the injection solution contained 0.33 or 143 
0.5mM OGBD. The OGBD mix was microinjected into eggs using  high pressure pulses.  In 144 
those eggs that were stimulated by adenophostin this was microinjected into eggs along with 145 
the OGBD. In this case instead of mixing the OGBD with KCL HEPES it was mixed with 146 
KCL HEPES containing 5M adenophostin in the same quantities. Where PLC cRNA was 147 
used this was microinjected alongside OGBD in the same way at a concentration of 0.02 148 
g/l.   For imaging, eggs were then transferred to a glass-bottomed dish, containing 149 
HKSOM media, on an epifluorescence imaging system (Nikon TiU) attached to a cooled 150 
CCD camera as described previously (Swann, 2013a). Ca2+ dynamics were measured using 151 
the time-lapse imaging mode of Micromanager software (https://micro-manager.org/) where 152 
an image was captured every 10 seconds. Where IVF was performed, or drugs were later 153 
added to the eggs, the zona pellucidas were removed from the eggs using acid Tyrodes 154 
treatment prior to imaging. For those experiments that required InsP3 stimulation, NPE-155 
caged-InsP3 (1mM in the pipette) from ThermoFisher Scienific was microinjected prior to 156 
imaging at the same time as the injection of fluorescent dye (OGBD).   In order to photo-157 
release InsP3 the eggs were exposed to an electronically gated UV LED light source (365nm, 158 
Optoled Lite, Cairn Research Ltd) that was positioned just above the dish containing the 159 
eggs. The duration of the UV pulse was controlled by a time gated TTL pulse that was 160 
delivered in between two successive fluorescence acquisitions. All data measuring Ca2+ 161 
dynamics were recorded as .tif files using the Micromanger software on the epifluorescence 162 
system.  163 
Media, Chemicals and Drugs 164 
M2 media was purchased from Sigma Aldrich as a working solution. HKSOM was made up 165 
to pH 7.4, in cell culture grade water as follows: 95 mM NaCl, 0.35 mM KH₂PO₄, 0.2 166 
MgSO₄, 2.5 mM KCl , 4mM NaHCO3, 20 mM HEPES, 0.01 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM Na 167 
Pyruvate, 1 mM L-glutamine , 0.2 mM glucose, 10mM Na Lactate 1.7 mM CaCl2, 0.063 g/l 168 
Benzylpenicllin and 10 mg/l phenol red. Ca2+ free media was made in the same way as 169 
HKSOM however CaCl2 was not added and the media was supplemented with 100M 170 
EGTA. Sr2+ containing media was made in the same way as HKSOM however, instead of 171 
adding 1.7mM CaCl2, 10 mM SrCl2 was added instead.  172 
All drugs and chemicals used, unless otherwise mentioned, were purchased from Sigma 173 
Aldrich. Propranolol was used at a working concentration of 300 M in HKSOM media. A 174 
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stock of 300 mM propranolol was made up in DMSO which was then diluted 1:100 in 175 
HKSOM media.  Then 100 l of this solution was pipetted into the imaging dish containing 176 
900 l of standard HKSOM. Propranolol was removed by washing out this media and 177 
replacing it with fresh HKSOM media using a perfusion system that passed 10 ml of clean 178 
HKSOM through the dish containing the eggs to ensure sufficient wash out. In a similar way 179 
a stock of 5 mM thapsigarin in DMSO was diluted 1:1000 to a concentration of 5 M in 180 
HKSOM and then 100 l of this thapsigargin solution was added to the imaging dish 181 
containing 900 l of HKSOM to give a working concentration of 500 nM of thapsigargin.  182 
Confocal Imaging  183 
In those eggs that were microinjected with PBP10, a solution of 1mM PBP10 (Tocris 184 
Biosciences, UK) was made up in KCl HEPES and approximately 4-10 pl of this solution 185 
was microinjected into each egg. Following PBP10 microinjection, eggs were imaged on a 186 
Leica SP2 Confocal (Leica, Wetzler, Germany) microscope using a Helium-Neon laser (543 187 
nm) at 30% intensity. Eggs were imaged in M2 media using a x63 oil objective and a pinhole 188 
aperture of 91 nm. Images were acquired with a line averaging of 8 and a resolution of 1058 189 
x 1058 pixels. For each egg a single z-stack image of (1m depth) was captured of an 190 
equatorial slice through the egg All images were exported as .tif files and analysed using 191 
Image J (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). 192 
Data analysis  193 
Quantitative data measuring the Ca2+ dynamics of the eggs on the widefield imaging system 194 
was extracted from .tif stacks using Image J (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Background 195 
fluorescence was first subtracted from the egg fluorescence value. These fluorescence values 196 
were then normalised by dividing each fluorescence value in the egg by the baseline 197 
fluorescence value at the start of the imaging run to provide a relative change in fluorescence 198 
(F/F0) that could be plotted against time. These traces were produced and analysed using 199 
SigmaPlot 12. The Confocal images were also analysed using Image J software. PIP2 positive 200 
vesicle size and distribution was calculated using the particle analysis function on Image J 201 
and a nearest neighbour distance (Nnd) plugin in Image J. A bandpass filter function was 202 
applied to the images (large objects were filtered down to 40 pixels and small ones enlarged 203 
to 3 pixels) . The threshold was altered to between 2 and 5 % so only the fluorescence of the 204 
vesicles inside the image of the egg were included in the analysis. The particle analysis 205 
function was applied and configured so it recorded area, integrated intensity and coordinates 206 
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for each fluorescent vesicle in the egg. These areas were used to work out the radius and 207 
diameter of the vesicles. The coordinates were fed into a nearest distance neighbour plugin 208 
(https://icme.hpc.msstate.edu/mediawiki/index.php/Nearest_Neighbor_Distances_Calculation209 
_with_ImageJ) to give the mean distance between the vesicles. The total fluorescence of the 210 
vesicles was calculated by adding all the integrated intensity readings for a single egg which 211 
was carried out using the measure tool in ImageJ and background fluorescence values were 212 
subtracted. Statistical analysis was carried out using SigmaPlot 12. If not stated otherwise the 213 
data is presented as the mean and standard errors of the mean. Shapiro-Wilk tests for 214 
normality and tests for equal variances were conducted prior to carrying out group 215 
comparison tests. If the data passed both these tests a Student’s T-test was conducted. If the 216 
data failed either or both of these tests a Mann-Whitney U test was conducted instead.  217 
Mathematical method of Ca2+ waves.  218 
The model and associated parameter values are based on the work of (Politi et al., 2006; 219 
Theodoridou et al., 2013). The reaction-diffusion equations define the interactions between 220 
free cytosolic calcium, 𝑢; stored calcium, 𝑣; and IP3, 𝑝, 221 
 d𝑢
 d𝑡
= 𝑑𝛻2𝑢 + 𝐴 − 𝐷
𝑢𝑒𝑑
𝑢𝑒𝑑+𝑢𝑑
𝑒𝑑 (1 −
𝑝𝑒𝑠
𝑝𝑒𝑠+𝑝𝑠
𝑒𝑠) + 𝐾(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑝),     (1) 222 
 d𝑣
 d𝑡
= 𝑑𝛻2𝑣 − 𝐾(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑝)𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐿0),        (2) 223 
 d𝑝
 d𝑡
= 𝑑𝛻2𝑝 + 𝜖 + 𝑃𝐿𝐶
𝑢𝑒𝑝
𝑢𝑒𝑝+𝑢𝑝
𝑒𝑝 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐿) − 𝑟𝑝,      (3) 224 
𝐾(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑝) = −𝐵
𝑢𝑒𝑏
𝑢𝑒𝑏+𝑢𝑏
𝑒𝑏 + 𝐶
𝑣𝑒𝑐
𝑣𝑒𝑐+𝑣𝑐
𝑒𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑝𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑝𝑐+𝑝𝑐
𝑒𝑝𝑐
𝑢𝑒𝑝𝑎
𝑢𝑒𝑝𝑎+𝑢𝑝𝑎
𝑒𝑝𝑎 (1 −
𝑢𝑒𝑝𝑖
𝑢𝑒𝑝𝑖+𝑢𝑝𝑖
𝑒𝑝𝑖) + 𝐸𝑣.  (4) 225 
𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜆) = {
1 if (
𝑥
𝐿
− ⌊
𝑥
𝐿
⌋) <
𝐿𝑜𝑛
𝐿
 and (
𝑦
𝐿
− ⌊
𝑦
𝐿
⌋) <
𝐿𝑜𝑛
𝐿
,
0 Otherwise.
     (5) 226 
The equations represent interactions in which free Ca2+ acts as a self-inhibitor but, along with 227 
InsP3 and stored Ca
2+, stimulates the release of stored Ca2+, creating a system that can 228 
produce oscillations in the concentrations of calcium and   InsP3. Critically, all species are 229 
able to diffuse with the same diffusion coefficient, 𝑑. 230 
The actions of the stored Ca2+ and the InsP3 only occur in discrete regions. This spatial 231 
discreteness is controlled by the repeating function 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐿). Essentially, the function 232 
𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐿) creates a regular grid of squares of size 𝐿𝑜𝑛 × 𝐿𝑜𝑛 in which the specified kinetics 233 
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are active. We are then able to alter the wavelength, or separation distance, 𝐿, between these 234 
active regions. 235 
The equations were simulated using a finite element Runge-Kutta method on a two-236 
dimensional disk of diameter 70𝜇m, which was discretised into 6550 elements. The 2D 237 
assumption is considered valid because any dilution effects of going to three dimensions are 238 
off set equally by an increase in the third dimension production. The two-dimensional 239 
simulations can be thought of a single slice through a cell and it offers speed, clarity and 240 
insight. Finally, the boundary was specified to have a zero-flux condition, meaning that no 241 
substances were able to leak out of the domain. This is a simplification considered valid since 242 
it is known that PLC induced Ca2+ spikes can be generated in mouse eggs where no 243 
membrane Ca2+ fluxes occur (Miao et al., 2012). The equations are accompanied by the 244 
parameter values specified in Table 1, where all unit dimensions are chosen to make 𝑢, 𝑣, and 245 
𝑝 have units of 𝜇Mol, space is in 𝜇m and time is in seconds. The initial conditions for all 246 
populations were at steady state except for a small perturbation of a two-dimensional 247 
Gaussian profile at the point (20,20), in the free Ca2+population.  248 
 249 
RESULTS   250 
PLC and Sr2+ trigger Ca2+ oscillations in eggs via different mechanisms. 251 
We investigated the mechanism generating Ca2+ oscillations by using photo-release of caged 252 
InsP3 that was microinjected into mouse eggs. In initial experiments we uncaged InsP3 in 253 
unfertilized (control) mouse eggs that were not undergoing any Ca2+ oscillations. Fig.1A 254 
shows that UV pulses of light from 50msec through to 2 sec generated Ca2+ increases with 255 
the amplitudes that were larger with longer duration pulses. With the protocol we used there 256 
was adequate amounts of caged InsP3 for multiple releases of InsP3 even with longer duration 257 
pulses of UV light as illustrated by Fig1B which  shows that 3 sec pulses could generate 258 
repeated large rises in Ca2+ in control eggs.   We then tested the effects of triggering such 259 
pulses during Ca2+ oscillations induced by either Sr2+ media or by PLC injection. Fig 1C 260 
shows that when a 100msec pulse was used in eggs injected with PLC  the uncaging of 261 
InsP3 caused no Ca
2+ increase. In contrast, Fig 1D shows Ca2+ oscillations occurring in 262 
response to Sr2+ media and in such eggs there was a rapid and large Ca2+ transient every time 263 
a pulse of just 100msec was used to uncage InsP3. Since the response to 100msec pulses of 264 
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UV were minimal in control eggs (Fig1A) these data show that Sr2+ media sensitizes eggs to 265 
InsP3 induced Ca
2+ release and that, in contrast, IP3R are not sensitized to InsP3 by PLC 266 
injection.    267 
The two classes of model for Ca2+ oscillations, those that involve the dynamic properties of 268 
IP3Rs and those that involve InsP3 production oscillations, can be distinguished in a 269 
definitive manner by examining the response to a sudden pulse of InsP3 (Sneyd et al., 2006). 270 
Models that are dependent upon IP3R kinetics alone respond to a pulse of InsP3 by showing a 271 
transient increase in the frequency of Ca2+ oscillations (Sneyd et al., 2006). In contrast, 272 
models that depend on Ca2+ induced InsP3 production, and imply InsP3 oscillations, respond 273 
to a sudden increase in InsP3 by showing an interruption of the oscillations which leads to a 274 
resetting of the phase of oscillations (Sneyd et al., 2006). We tested the effect of using large 275 
uncaging pulses of InsP3 on Sr
2+ induced, or PLC induced, Ca2+ oscillations in mouse eggs. 276 
Fig 2A shows that during Sr2+ induced oscillations a 3sec uncaging pulse of InsP3 caused a 277 
large increase in Ca2+ followed by a significant increase in the frequency of Ca2+ oscillations. 278 
In contrast, with PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations, Fig 2B shows that the same 3 sec uncaging 279 
pulse of InsP3 did not cause any increase in frequency, but interrupted the periodicity of 280 
oscillations leading to a delay before the next Ca2+ increase. To confirm that this 281 
phenomenon was phase resetting, we plotted the shift in phase (PS) caused by uncaging of 282 
InsP3 against the time delay (dt) of the InsP3 pulse from the subsequent Ca
2+ spike (see Fig 283 
2C). Each of these values was divided by the time period T in order to take into account the 284 
different frequency of Ca2+ oscillations in each egg. With phase resetting this plot should give 285 
a line from 1 to 1 on each axis, and Fig 2D shows that the data from 23 PLC injected eggs 286 
exposed to uncaging pulses of InsP3 fit closely on such a line. These data clearly show that a 287 
pulse of InsP3 causes phase resetting of Ca
2+ oscillations in mouse eggs, which is completely 288 
different from that seen with Sr2+ induced oscillations. Hence, overall the data suggest that 289 
PLC and Sr2+ media trigger Ca2+ oscillations in mouse eggs via fundamentally different 290 
mechanisms. Sr2+ stimulates IP3Rs to make them effectively more sensitive to InsP3, and that 291 
PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations involve Ca2+ stimulated InsP3 production where InsP3 acts as 292 
a dynamic variable that should oscillate in synchrony with Ca2+ oscillations.  293 
Cytosolic Ca2+ versus Ca2+ stores and the frequency of Ca2+ oscillations.  294 
Since Ca2+ release and InsP3 formation are predicted to form part of a positive feedback loop 295 
we decided to re-investigate some observation previously made on Ca2+ oscillations in eggs. 296 
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One finding made in hamster and mouse eggs is that both sperm (and PLC) -triggered Ca2+ 297 
oscillations ‘run down’ and can cease entirely in Ca2+ free media (Igusa and Miyazaki, 1983; 298 
Lawrence and Cuthbertson, 1995). This phenomena has been explained in terms of Ca2+ store 299 
depletion but the level of cytosolic Ca2+ and its effect on InsP3 production could also be 300 
important. We re-examined the role of Ca2+ stores and resting Ca2+ using the SERCA 301 
inhibitor thapsigarin. Previous studies used high concentrations (>10M) of thapsigargin to 302 
completely block Ca2+ oscillations in eggs (Kline and Kline, 1992b). To investigate the role 303 
of Ca2+ store content we used much lower concentrations of thapsigargin which caused only a 304 
small elevation of cytosolic Ca2+. Fig 3A and B show that the addition of 500nM thapsigargin 305 
to mouse eggs caused a small and prolonged increase in resting cytosolic Ca2+ in normal 306 
media and Ca2+ free media, which is consistent with a slight inhibition of SERCA pumps. 307 
When the same concentration of thapsigargin was added to eggs undergoing Ca2+ oscillations 308 
in response to PLC there was a marked acceleration of Ca2+ oscillations, and a reduction in 309 
the amplitude of Ca2+ spikes (Fig 3C).  Similar to previous reports, we found that the  pattern 310 
of PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations show a run down in Ca2+ free media (containing EGTA). 311 
We noted that this was associated with a decline in the fluorescence of OGBD, suggesting 312 
that resting Ca2+ levels were also undergoing a decline (Fig 3D). When low concentrations of 313 
thapsigargin (500nM) were  added to PLC injected eggs in Ca2+ free media there was a 314 
restoration of Ca2+ oscillations (Fig 3E). It is noteworthy that in Fig 3E the eggs were in Ca2+ 315 
free media and yet the addition of thapsigargin, which would cause further Ca2+ store 316 
depletion, actually leads to a restoration of Ca2+ oscillations. Nevertheless, the restoration of 317 
Ca2+ oscillations was associated with a rise in the ‘basal’ Ca2+ level (Fig 3E). These data are 318 
consistent with the idea that cytosolic Ca2+ plays a key role in triggering each Ca2+ rise, and 319 
that Ca2+ stores are not significantly depleted in mouse eggs by incubation in Ca2+ free media.  320 
PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations and intracellular PIP2.  321 
Previous studies of fertilizing mouse and hamster eggs show that most Ca2+ waves cross the 322 
egg in about 1 second, and propagate through the cytoplasm at speeds in excess of 50m/sec.  323 
This matches the rising phase of (all but the initial) Ca2+ transients in mouse eggs which is ~1 324 
sec after fertilization or after PLC protein injection (Deguchi et al., 2000).  Since data in Fig 325 
2 implies that the upstroke of each Ca2+ rise involves an InsP3 and Ca
2+ positive feedback 326 
loop, then it is necessary for both molecules to be sufficiently diffusible. The Ca2+ stores (the 327 
endoplasmic reticulum) are spread across the egg. However, this may not be the case with 328 
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PIP2 that is the precursor to InsP3.  In most cells PIP2 is in the plasma membrane, and if this is 329 
used in Ca2+ waves in eggs then InsP3 diffusion range might constrain the ability to generate 330 
fast Ca2+ waves. Recently, the diffusion coefficient of InsP3 in intact cells has been shown to 331 
be less than 10 m2/sec which means that InsP3 may only diffuse less than 5min 1 second 332 
(Dickinson et al., 2016). We have previously presented models of Ca2+ oscillations based 333 
upon Ca2+ induced InsP3 formation and InsP3 induced opening of Ca
2+ release channels 334 
(Theodoridou et al., 2013). We have now simulated the Ca2+ waves in mouse eggs using a 335 
similar set of equations in a two-dimensional model of the Ca2+ wave. Fig. 4 shows that with 336 
the source of Ca2+ stimulated InsP3 production at the periphery (plasma membrane) it is not 337 
possible to generate a Ca2+ wave through the egg cytoplasm, and only a concentric pattern of 338 
Ca2+ release occurs.  We previously presented evidence for PIP2  being present in intracellular 339 
vesicles spread throughout the cytoplasm in mouse eggs (Yu et al., 2012).  These could 340 
provide a source of InsP3 that might carry a Ca
2+ wave through the cytoplasm if they are 341 
sufficiently dispersed. In Fig 4 we show simulations based upon Ca2+ induced InsP3 342 
generation where the PIP2 is dispersed on vesicles at different distances apart (from 2 to 4 343 
m). Our simulations show that when the PIP2 vesicles are within 2 or 3m of each other a 344 
rapid Ca2+ can be generated, but that once the PIP2 is more than 3m the Ca2+ increase fails 345 
to occur. These results suggests that PIP2 needs to be present on vesicles spaced less than 3 346 
m apart in the cytoplasm in order to propagate a rapid Ca2+ wave of the type seen in 347 
fertilizing and PLC injected eggs.  348 
Previous evidence for the existence of PIP2 within the cytoplasm of eggs came from studies 349 
using antibodies to PIP2 (Yu et al., 2012).  Gelsolin is a protein that has been shown to bind 350 
to PIP2, and contains a short peptide sequence responsible for PIP2 binding (Cunningham et 351 
al., 2001). We injected mouse eggs with PBP-10, which is a probe in which rhodamine is 352 
coupled to a gelsolin peptide that binds PIP2. Fig 5A shows a mouse egg injected with PBP-353 
10. After > 1 hour the fluorescence of PBP-10 could be predominantly seen in many small 354 
vesicles throughout the egg cytoplasm, with the occasional larger aggregate. This supports 355 
the hypothesis that PIP2 is localized in vesicles within mouse eggs (Yu et al., 2012). Further 356 
examination of these vesicles using particle analysis indicates that they are distributed 357 
throughout the whole egg cytoplasm. Interestingly, following nearest neighbour analysis, we 358 
found that these vesicles were approximately 2m apart (Fig 5A and D). This suggests that 359 
these PIP2 containing vesicles are within the correct distance predicted to produce the rapid 360 
rising phase of 1 sec for each wave as predicted by our mathematical modelling.  361 
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We have previously sought to modify the level of PIP2 in mouse eggs using various 362 
phosphatases, but without success. Internal membranes in somatic cells do not in general 363 
contain much PIP2, but one organelle where PIP2 and DAG have been reported in some cells 364 
is the Golgi apparatus. In mature mammalian eggs, like mitotic cells, the Golgi is fragmented 365 
into small vesicles (Axelsson and Warren, 2004; Moreno et al., 2002). It has been shown that 366 
propranolol blocks DAG synthesis in Golgi membranes and leads to a loss of Golgi structure 367 
(Asp et al., 2009). We applied propranolol to mouse eggs injected with PBP10 and found a 368 
marked loss of staining (Fig 5B). Further particle analysis showed that the mean number of 369 
these PIP2 vesicles was significantly reduced following the addition of propranolol (Fig 5C). 370 
Furthermore, the distance of these vesicles from each other was significantly increased in 371 
those eggs treated with propranolol (Fig 5D). The overall total fluorescence of the vesicles 372 
was seen to reduce by approximately half from a mean of 5.77x. 104 RFU (n=7) in control 373 
eggs to a mean of 2.93x104 RFU (n=7) in those eggs treated with propranolol. This difference 374 
was significant following a Student’s T-test (p=0.006).  This implies that propranolol is 375 
affecting PIP2 levels in cytoplasmic vesicles.  376 
Since proproanolol appears to reduce PIP2 inside eggs, we investigated the effect of 377 
propranolol on Ca2+ oscillations. Fig. 6A shows that propranolol addition to eggs undergoing 378 
Ca2+ oscillations in response to fertilization by IVF were rapidly blocked. Fig 6B shows the 379 
same effect of propranolol on those eggs stimulated by PLC cRNA. The inhibition by 380 
propranolol was associated with a slight decline in Ca2+ levels and the inhibition was reversed 381 
upon removal of propranolol (Fig 6C). However, whilst it blocked sperm and PLC induced 382 
responses, propranolol did not block Ca2+ oscillations induced in eggs by Sr2+ media, or by 383 
injection of the IP3R agonist adenophostin (Fig.6D and Fig 6E). These data show that the 384 
inhibitory effects of propranolol are both reversible and specific to PLC and sperm induced 385 
Ca2+ oscillations. They support the proposal that PIP2 in vesicles in the cytoplasm of mouse 386 
eggs is important for the generation of PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations. 387 
DISCUSSION 388 
The Ca2+ oscillations seen in mammalian eggs at fertilisation have distinct characteristics 389 
compared with those seen in somatic cell types (Dupont and Goldbeter, 1994; Politi et al., 390 
2006). The oscillations at fertilization are low frequency, and long lasting, but they have a 391 
very rapid rising phase that occurs throughout the whole cytoplasm of a very large cell, in 392 
less than a second.  Considerable evidence suggests that PLC is the primary stimulus for 393 
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these Ca2+ oscillations (Saunders et al., 2002). The current data shows that PLC induced 394 
Ca2+ oscillations are driven by Ca2+ induced InsP3 formation. In contrast, we show that Sr
2+ 395 
media sensitizes eggs to InsP3 induced Ca
2+ release. Hence, there are at least two different 396 
mechanisms for generating Ca2+ oscillations in mouse eggs. Our data also implies that the 397 
substrate of PLC, PIP2, needs to be localized in a finely distributed source within the egg in 398 
order to generate fast Ca2+ wave, and we present evidence that such vesicular PIP2 is required 399 
for PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations.     400 
There are two fundamentally different classes of models for InsP3 induced Ca
2+ oscillations 401 
in cells. One relies on the properties of InsP3 receptor and implies that stimulation involves an 402 
elevated but monotonic or constant elevation of InsP3 levels. The other involves a positive 403 
feedback model of InsP3 induced Ca
2+ release and Ca2+ induced InsP3 formation. It is possible 404 
to determine which one of these two model types applies by studying the Ca2+ responses after 405 
triggering a large pulsed release of InsP3 (Sneyd et al., 2006). The IP3R based models 406 
respond to a pulse of InsP3 by temporarily increasing the frequency of Ca
2+ oscillations, 407 
whereas the Ca2+-induced InsP3 formation models show an interruption in the series of Ca
2+ 408 
transients with a resetting of the phase of the oscillations (Sneyd et al., 2006). We previously 409 
presented preliminary evidence for an interruption in the series transients with sperm or 410 
PLC –induced Ca2+ oscillations responding to a pulse of InsP3 (Swann and Yu, 2008). We 411 
now show that the response of PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations to a sudden large pulse of 412 
InsP3 is clearly characterized by a resetting of the phase of oscillations. This means that InsP3 413 
has to be a dynamic variable in the oscillation cycle and that it will undergo oscillations in 414 
close phase with the oscillations in Ca2+.  Small oscillations in InsP3 have been recorded 415 
previously in response to high frequency Ca2+ oscillations achieved with high concentrations 416 
of PLC (Shirakawa et al., 2006). The sensitivity of such indicators may be limited since we 417 
can now assert that InsP3 oscillations should occur with all the PLC induced Ca2+ 418 
oscillations and, most significantly, that increased InsP3 production plays a causal role in 419 
generating each Ca2+ rise. We have also shown here that Sr2+ works via an entirely different 420 
mechanism in mouse eggs. The increase in frequency of Ca2+ oscillations caused by uncaging 421 
InsP3 indicates that Sr
2+ induced oscillations rely on the properties of the IP3R. This is 422 
supported by the finding that Sr2+ media sensitized mouse eggs to InsP3 pulses, which is 423 
consistent with the idea that Sr2+ stimulates the opening of InsP3 receptor. These data overall 424 
show that mouse eggs have more than one mechanism for generating Ca2+ oscillations and 425 
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that in some cases Ca2+ oscillations can appear to be similar in form, but be generated by 426 
different mechanisms.  427 
It is well established that Ca2+ free media leads to a reduction or abolishment of Ca2+ 428 
oscillations in response to fertilization or PLC injection in mammalian eggs (Igusa and 429 
Miyazaki, 1983; Lawrence and Cuthbertson, 1995). It has been assumed that this reflects the 430 
loss or some reduction of Ca2+ in the endoplasmic reticulum (Kline and Kline, 1992b). 431 
However, our data suggest that a reduction in resting, or interspike, cytosolic Ca2+ levels also 432 
occurs during incubation in Ca2+ free media.  The reduction in cytosolic Ca2+ is apparent with 433 
the Ca2+ dye we used because it is dextran linked and hence is only within the cytosolic 434 
compartment, and because the Kd for OGBD and Ca
2+ is around 250nm. The reduction in 435 
resting Ca2+ level appears to cause the inhibition of Ca2+ oscillations, rather than a loss of 436 
Ca2+ store content, because low concentrations of thapsigargin, which will only reduce Ca2+ 437 
stores content further, actually restores Ca2+ oscillations in Ca2+ free media. The restoration 438 
of such Ca2+ oscillations by thapsigargin in our experiments was clearly associated with a  439 
rise in the basal Ca2+ level. PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations eventually stopped in Ca2+ free 440 
media with thapsigargin and this could be because Ca2+ stores eventually became depleted. 441 
However, the earlier rise in cytosolic Ca2+ seems to be a stimulatory factor because low 442 
concentrations of thapsigarin, which raise basal Ca2+, could also increase the frequency Ca2+ 443 
oscillations in normal media. This was associated a reduction in the amplitude of Ca2+ spikes, 444 
presumably because Ca2+ store content is reduced. Low concentrations of thapsigargin have 445 
also previously been found to stimulate Ca2+ oscillations in immature mouse oocytes  (Igusa 446 
and Miyazaki, 1983; Lawrence and Cuthbertson, 1995). Hence, these data together imply that 447 
cytosolic Ca2+ level, rather than Ca2+ store content is the more significant factor setting the 448 
frequency and occurrence of physiological Ca2+ oscillations.  449 
These data are consistent with recent studies measuring free Ca2+ inside the endoplasmic 450 
reticulum in mouse eggs (Wakai et al., 2013). It was shown that a reduction in ER Ca2+ 451 
occurs following each Ca2+ spike, but that there is no correlation between when a Ca2+ 452 
transient is initiated and the level of Ca2+ in the ER (Wakai et al., 2013). Whilst it is obvious 453 
that some Ca2+ store refilling will occur in the intervals between Ca2+ spikes , it is not likely 454 
that this sets of the pace of the low frequency Ca2+ oscillations characteristic of mammalian 455 
eggs. We suggest that the pacemaker that determines when the next Ca2+ transient occurs 456 
after PLC injection is more likely to be the rise in cytosolic Ca2+. A gradual rise in cytosolic 457 
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Ca2+ between spikes is evident in the PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations in all the traces in this 458 
paper. This gradual Ca2+ increase could promote a gradual rise in InsP3 that will eventually 459 
lead to a positive feedback loop and a regenerative Ca2+ wave.  460 
Although the Ca2+ oscillations triggered by fertilization in mammalian eggs are of low 461 
frequency, each of the waves of Ca2+ release that causes the upstroke of a Ca2+ increase 462 
crosses the egg remarkably quickly. Previous analysis of the wave dynamics of Ca2+ release 463 
in mammalian eggs have suggested that the rising phase of each Ca2+ oscillation is 464 
approximately 1 sec. This correlates with the speed of the Ca2+ wave that crosses the egg at a 465 
speed of >50um/s. This is significant because the diffusion coefficient of InsP3 in intact cells 466 
has been estimated to be no more that 10m2/sec (Dickinson et al., 2016). In models where 467 
InsP3 is elevated at a constant level during Ca
2+ oscillations the restricted diffusion of InsP3 is 468 
not an issue because it will reach a steady state concentration across the egg. However, our 469 
data shows that Ca2+ and InsP3 act together in a positive feedback loop to cause each 470 
propagating Ca2+ wave.  In this case the diffusion of InsP3 could be a rate limiting step. If all 471 
the InsP3 is generated in the plasma membrane then our simulations show that a Ca
2+ induced 472 
InsP3 production model cannot generate Ca
2+ waves through the egg cytoplasm. If we 473 
simulate the InsP3 production from discrete sites within the egg cytoplasm then rapid Ca
2+ 474 
waves of some type can be generated, but full waves can only be seen when the sites of InsP3 475 
generation are within 3m of each other.  This suggests that in order to explain both the fast 476 
Ca2+ waves and the basic mechanism of sperm or PLC induced oscillations in mammalian 477 
eggs, the PIP2 substrate has to be dispersed in sites throughout the egg cytoplasm. This 478 
conclusion is similar to that previously suggested for ascidian oocyte at fertilization which 479 
also show rapid Ca2+ waves and oscillations (Dupont and Dumollard, 2004).   480 
We previously reported evidence for a vesicular source of PIP2 in mouse eggs using 481 
immunostaining (Yu et al., 2012). The vesicular staining with PIP2 antibodies closely mimics 482 
the distribution of PLC also probed with antibodies (Yu et al., 2012). We now report a 483 
similar pattern of vesicular staining using another probe (PBP10) which based upon the PIP2 484 
binding region of gelsolin (Cunningham et al., 2001). This probe has the advantage that it is 485 
microinjected into eggs that can then be imaged whilst still alive and so does not require the 486 
fixation and permeabilization procedures associated with immunostaining. It gives a very 487 
different pattern of staining from another commonly used probe for PIP2 which is the GFP-488 
PH domain which localizes predominantly to the plasma membrane in mouse eggs (Halet et 489 
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al., 2002). However, the PH domain of PLC1 that is used for the localization of PIP2 in such 490 
a probe may also bind cholesterol so may be influenced by factors other than PIP2  (Rissanen 491 
et al., 2017) . It is entirely possible that PBP10 is also influenced by factors other than PIP2, 492 
but it is noteworthy that the PBP10 staining gives a vesicular localization pattern that closely 493 
resembles that seen with the PIP2 antibodies. The fact that two very different methods for 494 
localization PIP2 in eggs, immunostaing with a monoclonal antibody and a fluorescently 495 
tagged peptide, show such a distinctive and similar pattern of localization provides good 496 
evidence that PIP2 is indeed localized within vesicles in the cytoplasm in of mouse eggs. 497 
Using the live cell probe, PBP10, we were able to estimate that the apparently PIP2 498 
containing vesicles we see in eggs are within about 2m of each other. This distance closely 499 
correlates with the estimate of how close PIP2 vesicles need to be in order to propagate a 500 
Ca2+ wave across the egg within ~1 sec. Hence, our data provide a coherent view of PLC 501 
induced Ca2+ release in eggs in which Ca2+ induced InsP3 formation from closely spaced 502 
vesicles containing PIP2 accounts for the upstroke of each Ca
2+ rise.  503 
The precise nature of the PIP2 containing vesicles that appear to exist in mouse eggs is 504 
unclear. We have tested a number of antibodies and other probes for specific organelles in 505 
eggs and found that many either localize to the endoplasmic reticulum or else show only a 506 
limited overlap in staining with the PIP2 or PLC positive vesicles. The identification of  507 
PBP10 positive vesicles is further complicated by our finding that its pattern of localization 508 
does not persist after fixation and membrane permeabilization (Sanders and Swann, 509 
unpublished).  In somatic cells, non-plasma membrane PIP2 has been found in the Golgi 510 
apparatus (De Matteis et al., 2005). Mature mouse egg are unusual compared with somatic 511 
cells in that they are arrested in meiosis, which is similar to the mitotic phase of the cell 512 
cycle. During mitosis the Golgi fragments to form small vesicles known as the Golgi haze 513 
(Axelsson and Warren, 2004), and the Golgi in mouse eggs has been shown to be fragmented 514 
into small vesicles (Moreno et al., 2002). The structure of the Golgi and its associated 515 
vesicles is maintained by the presence of diacyglycerol (DAG) (Asp et al., 2009). The drug 516 
propranolol disrupts Golgi resident proteins and lipids by inhibiting DAG production and as a 517 
result, it also disrupts Golgi-ER trafficking (Asp et al., 2009). Interestingly propranolol was 518 
found to block Ca2+ oscillations triggered by PLC and fertilisation. This effect was specific 519 
in that the same concentration of propranolol did not effect oscillations when added  to other 520 
Ca2+ releasing agents such as Sr2+ media which causes a pattern of oscillations most similar to 521 
fertilization. The small effect on adenosphostin induced Ca2+ oscillations is unlikely to be 522 
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sufficient to explain the effects of propranolol because it was only a two fold decrease in 523 
oscillations compared the cessation of oscillations after propranolol in most eggs that were 524 
fertilized or injected with PLC. It is also noteworthy that the Ca2+ levels remained low in 525 
propranolol treated eggs, and that its effects were reversible. In mouse eggs we found that 526 
propranolol also decreased the number of the PIP2 containing vesicles and the mean distance 527 
between vesicles, therefore presumably, the availability of the vesicular PIP2 to propagate a 528 
Ca2+ wave. This effect could be because propranolol disrupts the structure of the vesicles or 529 
because trafficking between the Golgi and the ER is inhibited. Whatever the actual 530 
mechanism, the loss of PIP2 after treatment with propranolol supports our hypothesis that 531 
these vesicles are required for generating Ca2+ oscillations in eggs in response to sperm or 532 
PLC. Since there is evidence for intracellular PIP2 on organelles in frog and sea urchin eggs, 533 
which also show Ca2+ waves at fertilization, it is attractive to speculate that intracellular PIP2 534 
is an important feature that allows eggs to generate the Ca2+ signal needed for egg activation.  535 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 691 
FIGURE 1.  Ca2+ oscillations and uncaging pulses of InsP3.  In A an example trace is 692 
shown of Ca2+ increases (as measured by OGBD fluorescence) in an egg in response to 693 
different amounts of InsP3. Eggs were injected with caged InsP3 and exposed to varying 694 
durations of UV light pulse (from 50msec to 2sec) to photo-release the InsP3 (trace typical of 695 
n =21 eggs). In this and all other traces shown, the pulses were applied at points indicated by 696 
the arrows. In B an example trace is shown of changes in cytosolic Ca2+ in an egg in response 697 
to the “uncaging” of caged IP3 using long duration UV pulses of 3 second. Arrows indicate 698 
where pulses of UV light were applied (typical of n=7 eggs). In C an example trace is shown 699 
of changes in cytosolic Ca2+ in an egg stimulated following the microinjection of mouse 700 
derived PLC cRNA (0.02 g/l) and caged InsP3. The arrow indicates where a 100ms pulse 701 
of UV light was applied (n=14 eggs). In all 14/14 such recordings there was no sudden 702 
increase in Ca2+ even when the pulse was applied during the pacemaker rising phase of Ca2+.  703 
In D an example trace is shown with changes in cytosolic Ca2+ in an egg stimulated by media 704 
containing 10mM Sr2+. The arrow indicates where a 100ms pulse of UV light was applied to 705 
uncage InsP3 (n=32 eggs). In all 32/32 cases there was a rapid Ca
2+ increase that started with 706 
the very next OGBD fluorescence measurement after the UV pulse (<10sec).     707 
FIGURE 2. The effect of large pulses of InsP3 on PLC or Sr2+ triggered Ca2+ 708 
oscillations. A shows an example of the way eggs responded a large uncaging pulse of InsP3 709 
(3 sec UV light at the arrow) by an increase in the frequency of Sr2+ triggered Ca2+ 710 
oscillations (n= 20 eggs). There was a significant increase in frequency of Ca2+ spikes from 711 
3.45 (+/-0.27 sem) in 20 mins to 5.05 (+/-0.35 sem) in 20 mins (p<0.001).   In B  a similar 712 
experiment is shown but with PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations. The sample trace in B shows 713 
that a 3 sec uncaging pulse of InsP3 (at the arrow) caused an immediate Ca
2+ increase but no 714 
increase in frequency (n=23 eggs).  We analysed the ability of such pulses to reset the phase 715 
of oscillations by measuring then phase shift (PS) and comparing it to time delay (dt) at 716 
which the InsP3 pulse was applied. Part C illustrates how these values were measured on an 717 
actual sample trace. Each value was divided by the time-period (T) for the oscillations in 718 
order to normalize the values between different eggs. Part D shows a plot of these values for 719 
all 23 eggs tested.  720 
 721 
 722 
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FIGURE 3.  Cytosolic Ca2+ and the frequency of Ca2+ oscillations. In A an example is 723 
shown of a trace showing changes in cytosolic Ca2+ in an egg incubated in normal HKSOM 724 
media following the addition of 500nM thapsigargin (typical of n=12 eggs). The increase in 725 
Ca2+ was from 0.936 +/-0.013 SEM to 1.07+/-0.0197 SEM which is a significant (P<0.01) . 726 
In B a similar example is shown of the addition 500nM thapsigargin to an egg in Ca2+ free 727 
media (containing 100M EGTA), which was typical of n=12 eggs. The increase in basal 728 
Ca2+ was from 0.908+/-0.0134 SEM up to 1.29+/-0.0168 SEM which was significant 729 
(P<0.001) . In C an example  of one of 6 eggs is shown where the same low concentration of 730 
thapsigargin increased the frequency of Ca2+ oscillations by 1.72 fold (+/-0.07 SEM).   In D a 731 
trace is shown from an egg that was injected with PLC RNA and then placed in Ca2+ free 732 
media.  The mean number of Ca2+ spikes in such experiments was 1.56 (n=18 eggs, +/-0.31 733 
SEM) Ca2+ spikes in 10,000 sec (2hr 47 min) hours. The Ca2+ levels decreased to 0.84 +/-734 
0.029 SEM which was significantly less than the starting level (P<0.001).  In E is shown an 735 
example of an egg that had been injected with PLCRNA and then placed in Ca2+ free media 736 
as in C. However, in these experiments 500nM thapsigarin was added after > 2 hours. In 737 
16/17 such treated eggs there was an increase in the frequency of Ca2+ oscillations. There 738 
were an average of 1.77 spikes (+/-0.18 SEM) before adding thapsigarin but a mean of 7.11 739 
spikes (+/-1.3 SEM) after thapsigarin addition.   The resting Ca2+ level increased from 740 
0.84+/-0.029 SEM, before adding thapsigargin to 1.076+/-0.017 sem in eggs where it 741 
stabilized. This is a signicant increase in Ca2+ concentration (P<0.001).  742 
FIGURE 4.   Simulation of InsP3 induced Ca2+ release in eggs. Images are shown for a 2-743 
dimensional simulation of the propagation of a Ca2+ wave in a mouse egg using a mechanism 744 
based upon Ca2+ induced InsP3 formation. Images for each time series is shown in each of the 745 
rows. For the first row the only source of PIP2 for making InsP3 is at the boundary (the 746 
plasma membrane) and this does not cause a wave at all. The times for each image (in 747 
seconds) in the top row is indicted by numbers above each image. In the next three rows the 748 
source of Ca2+ induced InsP3 formation is spaced at different distances. The time intervals for 749 
each image is indicated in the second row and it is then the same for each image going down 750 
in each column. In the first row the distance for the PIP2 is 4 m, and again no Ca2+ wave can 751 
be generated. With a PIP2 source spaced at 3 or 2 m we found that a Ca2+ wave can be 752 
generated. With a 2 m seperation a wave occurs that crosses the ‘egg’ in ~1 second.  753 
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FIGURE 5.  PIP2 distribution in mouse eggs using PBP10.  In A an example is shown of 754 
the distribution of fluorescence of PBP10 in a mouse egg 1.5 hours after injection of PBP10 755 
(n=21). Scale bars are 10m. A nearest neighbour analysis indicated that the mean vesicle 756 
distance for all 21 control eggs is 2.2m.  In B an example is shown of an egg injected with 757 
PBP10 where and incubated in media 300 μM propranolol (n=13). In C particle analysis 758 
(n=14 eggs) indicates that the mean vesicle diameter is 0.89 m and the mean number of 759 
vesicles present per egg is 298.9.  C shows a plot of the total number of PIP2 positive vesicles 760 
present in eggs following injection of PBP10 using particle analysis. Results are shown for 761 
both eggs incubated in standard M2 media (control) (mean number of vesicles = 324, n=7) 762 
and those incubated in M2 containing 300 M propranolol during imaging (mean number of 763 
vesicles= 131, n=7). There is a significant reduction in the number of PBP10 vesicles 764 
following propranolol treatment compared to control media (p=<0.001, Student’s T test).   D 765 
shows a plot of the mean nearest neighbour distances of PIP2 positive vesicles present in 766 
eggs. The results are shown for parallel groups of eggs incubated in standard M2 media 767 
(control) (mean distance = 2.0 m, n=7) and for those incubated in M2 containing 300 M 768 
propranolol during imaging, (mean distance = 3.3 m, n=7). A Mann-Whitney U test showed 769 
a significant increase in the distance between the PBP10 vesicles following propranolol 770 
treatment compared to control media p=<0.001).  771 
Fig.6. Ca2+ oscillations blocked by propranolol.  In A an example is shown of a mouse egg 772 
undergoing Ca2+ oscillations at fertilization where the addition of 300M propranolol 773 
inhibited subsequent oscillations (n= 13 eggs). Before addition of propranolol the mean 774 
frequency was 12.2 +/-1.14  spikes/hour with all eggs oscillating. After adding propranolol 775 
there were 0.8 +/-0.23 spikes /hour (a significant difference from before propranolol,  776 
p=<0.0001). 6/13 eggs stopped oscillating immediately, 4/13 eggs had one Ca2+ spike and 777 
3/13 has 2 spikes in an hour. B shows PLC cRNA (pipette concentration= 0.02 g/l) 778 
induced Ca2+ oscillations inhibited by propranolol (n=21 eggs). Before propranolol all eggs 779 
oscillated with 4.3 +/- 0.46 spikes / hour. After addition of propranolol there were 0.95 +/-0.25 780 
spikes / hour (a significant difference p<0.0001). With propranolol, 10/21 eggs stopped Ca2+ 781 
oscillations, 6/21 showed a single spike and 5/21 had > 1 Ca2+ spike.  In C an example is shown 782 
of an egg where PLC induced Ca2+ oscillations were blocked by the addition of propranolol 783 
but then oscillations were restored when propranolol was washed out (typical of n=8 eggs).  784 
Before propranolol, all eggs oscillated with 6.7 +/-1.3 spikes / hour. After propranolol this 785 
decreased to 1.33 +/-0.29 spikes / hour, with all oscillations stopping after 2 spikes. When 786 
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propranolol was removed there were 10 +/-0.55 spikes in 30 mins. Adding propranol and then 787 
removing it both caused significant changes in the number of Ca2+ spikes (p<0.001). D shows an 788 
example of an egg undergoing Ca2+ oscillations in response to Sr2+ media where propranolol 789 
was subsequently added (n=10 eggs).  Before propranolol all eggs oscillated with 4.1 +/- 0.29 790 
spikes / hour. After adding propranolol all eggs continues to oscillate with 3.9 +/-0.66 Ca2+ 791 
spikes/hour (not significantly different).  In E an example is shown of an egg undergoing Ca2+ 792 
oscillations in response to microinjection of 5M adenophostin in media that contained 300 793 
M  propranolol form the start of the experiment (n=8 eggs).  In propranolol there were 5.5 +/-794 
0.51 Ca2+ spikes 30 mins, compared with 10.4 +/- 0.71 spikes / 30 mins (n=11) for eggs in media with 795 
HKSOM. This is significantly different (unpaired t test, p= <0.0001).    796 
 797 
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Table 1. Parameter values for equations (1)-(5). All unit dimensions have been chosen to 799 
make 𝑢, 𝑣, and 𝑝 have units of 𝜇Mol, space is in 𝜇m and time is in seconds. 800 
 
Parameter Value  Definition 
𝐴 0.25 Calcium source 
𝐵 200 Strength of calcium induced calcium degradation 
𝐶 3125 Calcium release depending on all forms of calcium and IP3 
𝐷 7.5 Strength of IP3 blocking calcium degradation 
𝐸 0.00125 Calcium leakage 
𝑃𝐿𝐶 100 Strength of calcium induced IP3 release 
𝜖 0.001 IP3 source 
𝑟 10 IP3 degradation 
𝑑 10 Diffusion rate 
𝑢𝑑 0.5 Calcium degradation sensitivity to calcium 
𝑒𝑑 2 Hill coefficient 
𝑝𝑠 0.1 Calcium degradiation sensitivity to IP3 
𝑒𝑠 3 Hill coefficient 
𝑢𝑝 0.025 IP3 production sensitivity to calcium 
𝑒𝑝 4 Hill coefficient 
𝑢𝑏 2.25 Calcium degradation sensitivity to calcium 
𝑒𝑏 2 Hill coefficient 
𝑣𝑐 9 Calcium release sensitivity to stored calcium 
𝑒𝑐 2 Hill coefficient 
𝑢𝑝𝑎 0.45 Calcium release sensitivity to cytosolic calcium 
𝑒𝑝𝑎 4 Hill coefficient 
𝑢𝑝𝑖 1 Calcium release sensitivity to cytosolic calcium 
𝑒𝑝𝑖 5 Hill coefficient 
𝑝𝑐 0.1 Calcium release sensitivity to IP3 
𝑒𝑝𝑐 2 Hill coefficient 
𝜆0 1.5 Calcium store spacing 
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